
 

 

Tuesday 25 February 2014 

AANA NOTES ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ADVERTISING SELF REGULATORY SYSTEM 

AANA has noted the recommendations of the Australian Preventative Health Agency (ANPHA) in 

its draft report “Alcohol Advertising:  the Effectiveness of Current Regulatory Codes in Addressing 

Community Concerns”.   The Draft Report comes almost a year after ANPHA’s public consultation 

which concluded in early March 2013.   

Sunita Gloster, AANA CEO has noted “the Draft Report does acknowledge that the current system 

is the appropriate model to provide protections for community standards.  This acknowledgement 

is testament to the commitment of the industry to maintaining and evolving the system as 

marketers seek opportunities to engage with consumers in innovative ways and by utilising 

technology. 

The AANA self regulatory and ABAC co-regulatory system have the flexibility to respond 

appropriately to changing consumer behaviour and this was demonstrated by the extension of 

the Codes to digital and social media and the inclusion of user generate content within the 

community standards piece within the Codes.” 

AANA provided strong evidence in submission to the review about the current range of content 

and scheduling restrictions across media which together provide appropriate community 

safeguards.   

“While we welcome this implicit endorsement, we note with concern the potential impacts of 

some of the recommendations.  AANA is particularly concerned at suggestions that more 

regulation is necessary when there is no evidence that advertising is leading to excessive 

drinking.  Advertisers acknowledge that they have a responsibility when advertising alcohol and 

this is reflected in their commitment to a range of self and co-regulatory restrictions.  If 

implemented, these recommendations will undermine the work of the self regulatory system to 

provide platform and technology neutral protections for children, while acknowledging marketers’ 

right to advertise responsibly to adults”, said Ms Gloster   

AANA is reviewing the Draft Report in detail and will participate actively in the next stage of the 

review to ensure that further reports are evidence based. 

About the AANA: Founded in 1928, the AANA is the peak national body for advertisers involved in 

Australia’s $30 billion a year advertising, marketing and media industry. As the respected voice 

for brands the AANA charter is to inspire and promote responsible, innovative and respectable 

marketing. At the core of this charter is AANA’s clear mandate to maintain and evolve the Codes 

which underpin the self-regulatory system of advertising in Australia, safeguarding the rights of 

its members to commercial free speech and protecting consumers by ensuring advertising and 

marketing communications are conducted responsibly. 
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